OFFICE MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT:- Interaction with the Joint Secretary (BC), Commission for Sub-Categorization of OBCs Officers – regarding.

The undersigned is directed to refer to the meeting held on 19.02.2018 with the officers of Commission for examining the Categorization/Sub-Categorization of OBC officers in the CSS cadre (ASO to JS—in-situ).

2. The Commission for Sub-Categorization of OBC Officers has desired for the details with reference to the Categorization/Sub-Categorization of OBC Officers in the CSS cadre. This data should also include the data on “State” from which the OBC candidates appeared/selected.

3. Hence it is requested to update the information with reference to Categorization/Sub-Categorization of OBC officers along with the data relating to the “State” from which the OBC candidates appeared/selected, in the CSCMS portal compulsorily, by 26th of February, 2018 (Monday).

4. In case of any doubt/difficulty about the functioning of the CSCMS portal/Correctness of data in the CSCMS, Shri H.M. Malhotra, Section Officer (PR/CMS)/ Shri Anuj Pratap Singh (Engineer/CMS)/ Shri Krishnandan Kumar, ASO (PR/CMS) may be contacted at Tele-phone 24629890/24629414.

5. Kindly give this task, “TOP MOST PRIORITY”.

(Anil Tripathi)
Under Secretary to Government of India
Tele: 24629412

To,
All Ministries/Departments
Director/Deputy Secretary (Admin.)
(Through website of this Department)